“Shattered”
Ash Wednesday
This service is part of a worship series in which the main metaphor is shards of beach glass. You
may decide to send out some shards to each household for the series. In preparation for the
Ritual Action in this service, invite people to gather a candle, a bowl with some sand or dirt in it,
and a bit of water.

Prelude
Welcome and Announcements
Threshold
The shattering of glass is heard/seen and then the theme refrain (see original music score and
recording in your downloads) is sung once through, freely.
Vessels, holy and whole
Broken, needing the One
Open, body and soul
Healer, come.
Underscoring continues…
Leader: Ash Wednesday is a time of naming brokenness. As we enter the season of Lent, we
commit to enter also into a season of healing and recovery that requires the naming of what has
been shattered as a first step. We take “the yoke” of responsibility as disciples of Jesus to be the
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Body of Christ–a body of those who need healing and offer healing in the world. The promise of
Jesus is that he is with us in our weariness and burdens.
The theme refrain continues, repeating as desired.…
Vessels, holy and whole
Broken, needing the One
Open, body and soul
Healer, come.

Prayer of Confession
Leader: We will be living with stories of Jesus’ healing in the Gospel of Matthew in this Lent
season. We will see how Jesus encouraged people to open up about their lives as part of the
healing process–no matter how broken. Ash Wednesday developed as a doorway to speaking the
truth of our lives, a time to lay the brokenness of life before God.
Let us pray:
Merciful God,
we have lived a year of Lent.
In the midst of it all we have seen love shine through at times
but as we look back in this moment,
it feels like a year of shattered dreams and shattered peace.
We are discouraged. Even though so much feels out of our control,
we also see the ways our own faults and failures
to love each other fully, to care for the least, to honor your creation,
to stand for what is right and good, have contributed to the shattering.
And so we come to you in pieces.
Fragments, broken shells of our past selves.
As we walk along the shores of Uncertainty and Pain,
we ask that you meet us here.
Help us, Healer.
Show us our strength.
Forgive our inertia.
Move us to move
one step at a time toward greater care.
In this silence, we sense and acknowledge our yearning for wholeness.
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Silence
[After a time of silence that feels right for your community, the accompaniment of the refrain
begins to come back in slowly, then is sung]
Vessels, holy and whole
Broken, needing the One
Open, body and soul
Healer, come.

Assurance
Throughout the season of Lent, we will be contemplating the symbol of broken glass–sea (or
beach) glass to be specific. An unknown author has said this about the glass fragments that are
collected on various shores:
“Ordinary pieces of tableware or beer or soda bottles are flung into the ocean. Years pass, or
decades, and then one day, there it is upon the shore: a small shard from one of those long ago
discarded objects. Shifting currents have rounded its edges; abrasion has polished its surface;
exposure to the sun has altered its hue. And so, when we happen upon it, here amidst the shells
and seaweed, we can’t help but laugh with joy at what seems a miracle: this ordinary fragment of
silica that time and adversity have transformed into something beautiful.”
Time and adversity… making something beautiful out of that which, once seen as ordinary and
broken, is now considered a transformed and precious piece. This is the journey we undertake.
Jesus attended to those considered ordinary, broken, even those deemed unworthy. No matter
what, Jesus is the lover of our souls.
In the name of Jesus Christ, you are forgiven.
In the name of Jesus Christ, you are forgiven.
Glory to God. Amen.

Opening Hymn
“Jesus, Lover of My Soul”
GTG 440, Chalice 542, NCH 46, UMH 479, VU 669
or SongSelect #1198817

Peace
In this moment, we begin to “let the healing streams abound.”
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The peace of Christ is with you.
And also with you.

A Contemporary Word
[choose one or more of these or find your own quote…
this could be presented as a reading or as a visual slide(s)]
If you cannot speak of your brokenness, your brokenness will speak for you.
― Peter Rollins
What if the deeper you know our own brokenness,
the deeper you can experience your own belovedness?
–– Anne Voskamp
Beautiful are those whose brokenness gives birth to transformation and wisdom.
–– John Mark Green
Our life is full of brokenness–broken relationships, broken promises, broken expectations. How
can we live with that brokenness without becoming bitter and resentful except by returning again
and again to God’s faithful presence in our lives.
–– Henri Nouwen
Until we learn to love others as ourselves, it’s difficult to blame broken people who desperately
try to affirm themselves when no one else will.
–– Richard Rohr

Musical Proclamation
“God Weeps”
MV 78, FWS/STF 2048. Get music HERE (Young tune).
Listen HERE (Strathdee tune)
Download video HERE

An Ancient Word
Matthew 11: 28-30
Come to me, all you that are weary and are carrying heavy burdens, and I will give you rest.
Take my yoke upon you, and learn from me; for I am gentle and humble in heart, and you will
find rest for your souls. For my yoke is easy, and my burden is light.”
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Sermon
[see the Sermon Fodder Document in your downloads… if you are aiming for a shorter service,
this can be skipped and the Ritual Action below can serve as proclamation]

Song of Preparation
“Make Us Holy, Make Us Whole” (refrain only)
URW 160; SongSelect #3315976
https://www.sheetmusicplus.com/title/make-us-holy-make-us-whole-digital-sheet-music/
20343748
In your love, make us whole.
May we rest in your compassion.
Calm the lost, weary soul
in the warmth of your love.
May your peace fill our hearts.
May we know the love of Jesus.
By your grace, you console.
Make us holy, make us whole.

Prayers of the People
Leader: Lover of our souls,
You who weeps, bleeds, cries, waits…
for us and because of us,
we come before you to make our petitions known.
Hear our cries for healing of body, mind, and spirit.
We know that already you are at work among us,
showing us the way to recovery from the toxicities and grief of our time.
We pray for those who are shattered by the violence of circumstances,
tumbled by the forces of life,
and washed up on shores, distant from all that feels whole.
We pray this day for…
[continue in your familiar manner of praying… intercession, pastoral, etc.,
finishing with the Lord’s Prayer]

Prayer of Jesus
[transition to next section with reprise of the prayer song]
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In your love, make us whole.
May we rest in your compassion.
Calm the lost, weary soul
in the warmth of your love.
May your peace fill our hearts.
May we know the love of Jesus.
By your grace, you console.
Make us holy, make us whole.

Ritual Action
[you may decide to use two leaders, one for the introductions to each section,
and one to pray (or several voices could be used)]
Leader: Ash Wednesday, as the beginning of Lent, developed in the 5th - 6th centuries, and was
mandated in the 11th century. Although Protestants did not maintain this ritual for the most part,
it has come back during the 20th century liturgical movement as an important time for reflection
in which we reclaimed this symbol and ritual of our spiritual ancestors. It plays an important role
in helping us make meaning in the brokenness of our lives. This year, indeed, we are aware of
the fragility of life. Even though we cannot share ashes in the ways we have become accustomed,
let us engage in a ritual that draws us close to the elements of creation–earth, fire, air, and water.
Let it remind us that we are a part of creation, in all its beauty and its brokenness.
EARTH - The sand upon which our symbol of beach glass washes is, interestingly, the origins of
glass-making. Glass is liquified, heated sand. In a way, the shards of beach glass are the epitome
of “dust to dust”… or in this case, “sand to liquified sand.” To take it back even further, sand is
created by the erosion of mountains and rocks over thousands or millions of years. So whether
what you have on hand today is dirt or sand, we are witnessing the brokenness and erosion and
weathering of the earth itself. All things become broken. All things transform. And every form
we take is holy, whole, and beautiful. I invite you to touch the sand or dirt you have with you in
this moment. Feel its grains, it’s decomposed nature, as we pray:
Holy Creator God… as we feel this elemental part of who we are, we remember that we
ourselves were made from the dust of the earth. To experience brokenness is the way of creation,
it is not something to be ashamed of… it is the order of things. Transform us, O God. Help us
recover the beauty of who we are and see the goodness in transformation.
FIRE - Glass can only be created when the sand is met with the heat of fire. No wonder the
scriptures and poets throughout the ages have spoken of a “refining fire.” The heat of fire is
always destructive, but with intention and care and tending, what transpires from the destruction
of fire can be a new form with purposes that are good, useful, and beautiful. I invite you to light
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your candle, if it is not already lit. Gaze upon the colors of the flame which may be white or gold
or red or blue, as we pray:
Holy Refining Fire of the Spirit… as we feel this elemental part of who we are, we remember that
you invite us to fuel the flames of passionate love for you and for each other. Do not allow the
flame of our spirits to lie dormant. Offer us your light and life. Transform us, O God. Help us
recover the beauty of who we are and see the goodness in transformation.
AIR - The scriptures depict the creation of human beings as having Holy Breath blown to
animate our being. Glass vessels gained a new technique around the time of Jesus. In the first
century BCE, glass blowing was invented, offering a way for molten glass to be shaped by
blowing through a tube, creating an air bubble, a glass vessel, ready to for practical or artistic
purposes. Breath is part of the creation of our Holy Vessels. Breath is with us in our very first cry
and will be the final song as we exit this realm. I invite you to close your eyes, if this is
comfortable for you, and become aware of your breath as we pray:
Holy Giver of Breath and Life… as we feel this elemental part of who we are, we remember that
this ongoing, life-giving, usually-automatic, moment-to-moment function can be an act of
gratitude for our very origins. And this is the core of our relationship with the creation–sharing
and existing within this atmosphere. Just as our breath offers us opportunity to let go of that
which we do not need in order to take in the fresh air we need, transform us, O God. Help us
recover the beauty of who we are and see the goodness in transformation.
WATER - As the water meets the sand and earth at the shoreline, we also are invited to a journey
of meeting the Living Water that Christ offers us. Ancient peoples made wet soil in many forms
as healing balms. Skin moistened, blood flow increased to the area, muscles relaxed. This still is
practiced today in many places. Our Lent series about healing, then, gives us an opportunity to
use this as our Ash Wednesday ritual of anointing. I invite you to mix a little water with the dirt
or sand that you have with you and create a wet mixture. Then place some in your palm–the
same palm used in greeting other palms, signifying interdependent relationship. Gently rub it,
making the sign of the cross, as we pray:
Healing Presence… as we feel this elemental part of who we are, we remember you created us,
shaped us from dust in the palm of your hand.
Some day we will return to dust,
return to the palm of your hand once again, held and loved forever.
We lament in this moment the grittiness of life,
the need for healing, the difficult and necessary process of transformation.
Mark us as your own, remold us again and again as your people. Let the recognition of our own
need break us open yet again for the sake of others, for the sake of the world.
All all the people say, “Amen.”
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Closing Song
“Give to the Winds Thy Fears” See music HERE
GTG 815, UMH 129, VU 636
Or
“Palm of Your Hand”

Blessing
Now go with confidence that,
though shattered, we are held.
Begin the journey of recovering your depth of love for all
and your joy of living in this world.
May the words of Jesus ring in your ears:
“I will give you rest.”
And may the Spirit hover, move, and deliver
salve to your soul
and a spring in your step.
Amen.

Threshold Into the World
[reprise of theme song]
Vessels, holy and whole
Broken, needing the One
Open, body and soul
Healer, come.

Postlude
* All music suggestions require your own permissions and licenses to use. All
purchasers of this series and all WDS Subscribers have permission to use and
adapt the liturgy, as well as the original theme song.
If you are interested in access to the whole Lent series, please visit
www.worshipdesignstudio.com/vessels.
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